Also Available:

The purpose
of the game:
• Fill in as many cards as
possible by writing the letters
on their shadow.
• Learn to recognise capitals,
practise writing them and learn
new 3 to 6 letter words.

Preparation:
• Before you start, discuss how
long you want to play for. If you
want to complete 5 cards, for
example, then you will be playing
for approximately 15 minutes.
• Shuffle the writing cards and
give both players an equal stack:
whoever finds the card with the ape
on it first can start!
• Collect the writing cards once
again, shuffle them and make a
stack with the pictures facing
downwards. Do the same with the
small letter cards. You can put
the erasable marker on the table
between the players.

Playing the game:
• Each player takes one writing
card and puts it in front of him
with the image facing upwards.

Tip 1 :
Young er playe rs can
decide to let every
playe r use every letter
on the letter cards .
This way there is more
chance of being able to
fill in a letter.
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The winner:
Whoever has filled in the agreed
upon number of writing cards
first, is the winner!

Tip 2:
Don’t forget to wipe
the cards with a dry
cloth after playin g.
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• The first player takes the
topmost letter card and puts it
on the table. He can use all the
letters needed for his word and
writes them down on the writing
card.
• If there is a * instead of a
letter, he can write a letter of
their choice on the writing card!
• When the first player has
written down all the letters he
can use, the next player can use
the remaining letters for his word.
This means every letter can only be
used once.
• Now it’s the next player’s turn to
turn over a letter card and be the
first to write down letters.
• As soon as someone has filled in
every letter on their writing card,
they can take a new one. Even
during their, or another player’s,
turn.
• When every letter card has been
used, turn over the stack and start
again.
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To increase readability, these rules may use gender-specific wording.
However, we ask you to interpret them as being gender-neutral.

